
GRADE 8 

 
READING  

Task 1. Read the text. Choose the correct answer A, B or C: (10 points) 
 

Have you seen any of the first cartoons – Tom and Jerry, Mickey Mouse, and the feature films such as Snow 

White, Jungle Book and so on? Animated films have come a long way from the traditional animation of those early days. 

Monster House, which came out in 2006, is the latest example of modern animation films. 

Traditional cartoons only use actors’ voices but the latest animation technique, called ‘performance capture’, films 

the actors’ movements and then puts animation on top of this. The first film to use this technique was The Polar Express 

starring Tom Hanks. The techniques in Monster House are even cleverer, and the film is very realistic and interesting. 

Monster House is about a house that is alive and eats people, and three teenagers who have to stop it. Although it’s 

an animated film, it is quite scary, especially when the house gets angry. It’s not recommended for young children, but if 

you are older and want to see a film that is sad, scary, funny and very clever, then Monster House is the film for you! 

 

1. Animated films today 

A. are like Tom and Jerry. 

B. use traditional techniques. 

C. use modern techniques. 

2. Traditional cartoons 

A. are silent. 

B. use actors’ voices. 

C. have real people in them. 

3. Monster House 

A. is a traditional cartoon. 

B. has Tom Hanks in it. 

C. is a new type of animated film. 
 

4. Monster House is about 

A. three teenagers who fight a house. 

B. three teenagers who live in a horrible house. 

C. a house that eats three teenagers. 
 

5. Monster House is a good film for 

A. any age group. 

B. older children. 

C. young children. 
 

 

VOCABULARY 

Task 2. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (30 points) 

Sample:  A person who helps sick people:   A. doctor B. teacher C. policeman 
 

6. An object wrapped in a paper in order to be carried: A. parcel B. rule   C. price  

7. A bowl for washing, attached to a wall:   A. soap  B. toilet C. basin 

8. A person whose job is cutting up and selling meat:   A. chemist B. butcher C. florist 

9. A floor covering made from thick woven fabric:  A. carpet B. chain C. candy 

10. A large area of land, usually in a hot region:  A. garage B. attic  C. desert 

11. A raised floor on which actors perform:   A. rink  B.  stage C. stadium 

12. The organ for hearing:     A. beak  B. tail  C. ear 

13. A device in which water is boiled:    A.  kettle B. knife  C. plate 

14. A white soft thing used for writing on the board:  A. rubber B. chalk C. ruler 

15. A person who makes bread and cakes:   A. baker B. pilot  C. nurse   

 
VOCABULARY 

Task 3. Choose the correct form of the word: (30 points) 

Sample:  She is a good _____ .  A. manage B. manager C. management 
 

16. I want to be a _____ when I’m older.    A. science B. scientific C. scientist 

17. A lot of small cars are not built for _____ .    A. comfort B. comfortable C. comfortably 

18. Don’t be so _____ . This is the second vase you have broken. A. careless B. careful C. carelessly 



19. Thank you for being so _____ yesterday.     A. helpless B. helpfulness C. helpful 

20. Money doesn’t always bring _____ .    A. happiness B. happily C. happy  

21. Alex is interested in _____.      A. political B. politics C. politically 

22. I’m really sorry; it is not _____ for me to help you now.  A. impossible B. possible C. possibility 

23. We offer free _____ for purchases over €100.   A. deliver B. undelivered C. delivery 

24. _____ speaking, I didn’t like the film.    A. Personal B. Personally C. Personality 

25. The film was a bit _____ . I didn’t understand what happened. A. confused B. confusing C. confusion 

 
 

 

GRAMMAR 

Task 4. Choose the correct answer: (30 points) 

Sample: That's my dictionary. Can I have_____back?  A. it  B. his  C. them 
 

26. I heard on _____ radio that there had been a terrible accident.  

 A. the  B. a  C. - 

27. What would you do if there _____ an earthquake?    

 A. was  B. would be C. will be 

28. Neither of _____ likes rap music.      

 A. their  B. them C. they 

29. Mr. Smith always works _____ .      

 A. lately B. carefully C. fastly  

30. We kept him warm _____ we were waiting for the ambulance.   

 A. already B. during C. while 

31. You must be very proud of Jake. He works _____!    

 A. so hard B. too hardly C. hard enough  

32. Bob apologised for not coming, saying he had been busy _____.  

 A. this day B. that day C. the next day  

33. I don't mind _____ to work early tomorrow.    

 A. come B. to come C. coming 

34. What will you do if everything _____ wrong?    

 A. might goes B. goes  C. will go 

35. The equipment _____ delivered tomorrow afternoon.   

 A. will been B. will have C. will be 

 

 

 

 

 
ლიბერთი ბანკი - ლიდერი კომპანიის შეკითხვა მომავალ ლიდერებს: 

 

 

BONUS TASK - ბონუს დავალება:  
 

Choose the correct answer according to the description:  

A large copper statue of a woman holding a burning torch on Liberty Island, in New York harbor: (5 points) 

A. The Great Sphinx  B. The Statue of Liberty  C. The Statue of David 
 
 
 
{ტესტის მაქსიმალური ქულაა 100. ბონუს დავალების ქულა ძირითადი დავალების ქულას დაემატება იმ შემთხვევაში, 
თუ მოსწავლე ძირითად ნაწილში ვერ დააგროვებს უმაღლეს ქულას.} 

 


